Abstract. Video streaming with varying transmission bandwidth is becoming increasingly important. In this paper, an interactive video streaming system is proposed. Fine Granularity Scalability (FGS) is applied to be the streaming video format. The computational complexity of FGS coding is analyzed to explore an efficient FGS implementation. A new transmission model is proposed for the realization of a content-aware video streaming. At encoder side, the current MPEG-4 FGS coding flow is reordered such that the picture-level maximum can be acquired in advance and bit-plane data can be dynamically adapted. With these proposed hardware-oriented optimization approaches, a hardwired FGS block-level processing core is proposed to achieve a cost-effective solution to FGS implementation. The streaming server can adaptively decide quality-enhanced region by selective enhancement according to both object information from encoding side and user-defined region from receiver side. From the simulation results, it's demonstrated that the proposed approach can provide better quality in users' interest regions with no bit-rate or complexity overhead.
Introduction
With the increasing trend of multimedia applications over Internet and mobile environment, video streaming has drawn lots of attentions on it, such as Microsoft [1], RealNetworks [2] , and Apple [3] . The objective of video streaming is to allow users to view the video content while downloading instead of after totally receiving [4, 5] . With this real-time property, two major problems exist: network heterogeneity and unpredictable network conditions. There are numerous users over the networks using various access media with different available bandwidth, and transmission over networks suffers from unavoidable packet loss. The variation of the bandwidth and the packet loss probabilities are dependent on the network conditions in time. Bandwidth adaptation capability and error resilience are two key techniques for such a video coding and streaming system, since a principal goal of video streaming is to reliably deliver high quality video when dealing with unknown and dynamic bandwidth, delay jitter, and loss rate [6] .
There have been several streaming strategies for the server [7] to reliably deliver video streams under unknown and dynamic bandwidth. The simplest one is to encode the video at the lowest bit rate of all possible channel connections. Every user receives video at the same poor quality no matter how is the real channel condition. The other one is to encode the video content at the highest quality. This method requires server to transcode the video stream into different bit rate for different users, which suffers from increased implementation complexity and video quality degradation. Another idea is to generate multiple bitstreams of multiple bit rates. Large storage space is required for storing all these bitstreams when the many bitstreams are generated, while it may not be enough to cover all channel conditions and result in visual artifacts when few bitstreams are generated. In summary, a server has to be included into this streaming system to be responsible for transmitting video bitstreams with proper bit rate according to the network conditions and user preference [8] .
From the viewpoint of video coding, scalable coding has been included in MPEG-2 [9] and MPEG-4 [10] to overcome the problems mentioned above. Scalable video coding generates one bitstream with several layers. The base layer provides base video quality with lower bit rate, and enhancement layers are used to improve the coded bitstream when more bit rate is available. For example, SNR [11] , spatial [12] and temporal [13] scalability use enhancement layers to improve the SNR quality, spatial resolution and temporal frame rate of the coded video, respectively. The main disadvantage of the conventional scalable coding is that the scalability resolution depends on the number of layers that is proportional to the implementation complexity. Besides, due to inter prediction within the enhancement layer, enhancement van be achieved only when all the enhancement bitstreams are received and decoded. Enhancement layer may on longer provide any enhancement once previous enhancement bitstreams are corrupted or lost when transmitted in error-prone channels, even if now higher bandwidth is available [8] .
MPEG-4 have standardized streaming video profile [14] and recommended Fine Granularity Scalability (FGS) as the core technique for video streaming applications. FGS adopts bit-plane coding to provide easy bandwidth adaptation capability with low implementation complexity. FGS enhancement layer is generated as the same concept with conventional scalable coding, while only one layer is required using bit-plane coding and it can be truncated to any amount of bits according to the real channel conditions. With this property, streaming server can easily perform bit rate allocation with FGS enhancement bitstream to serve users with different available bandwidth and changing network conditions. FGS coding scheme performs predictions only from base layer at cost of lower coding efficiency, so there is no drift error when part or all the enhancement bitstream are corrupted or lost. The more bits of enhancement layer are received and decoded at the decoder side, the higher quality of the reconstructed video results. Separating transmission from encoding and improving error resilience make MPEG-4 FGS a suitable coding tool for video streaming applications [15] .
Several research effort focus on FGS algorithm coding efficiency improvement. In [16] , a progressive FGS coding framework which allows prediction from enhancement layer is proposed. The idea is further refined to achieve seamless bitstream switching [17, 18] . A robust FGS coding scheme with superior coding efficiency and error propagtion removal is proposed in [19] . In [20] , an embedded-quantizer based FGS encoder is presented. The application for FGS in wireless video streaming is discussed in [21] and [22] . In [23] and [24] , the content-aware feature for FGS is proposed and experimented. However, the FGS performance is improved with the penalty of much higher complexity. The implementation issue of FGS is rarely discussed. The realization of a complete video streaming system is neither mentioned detailedly.
To realize an efficient streaming system, it can be achieved by improving both video coding and video delivery approaches. For video coding, MPEG-4 FGS can meet the demanding requirements for streaming video over network under unpredictable available bandwidth and packet loss conditions. In this paper, a cost-effective solution for implementing FGS encoder will be exploited. For video delivery, priority-based transmission may get more important since it can ensure good visual quality over a bit rate range, especially when less bandwidth is available. Usually, the regions with higher priority for transmission and enhancements are foreground objects or user-defined region of interest (ROI). To find out the regions with higher priority, video analysis is necessary to recognize the strong correlations among video content, required network bandwidth and the resulting video quality. This is the concept of content-aware video streaming [25] . Since MPEG-4 FGS introduces bit-plane concept to code the enhancements of the video, it is easy to perform priority encoding and provide content-aware video streaming. However, to achieve a more flexible content-aware video streaming system, not only transmission but also enhancement should be separated from the encoder side and then determined and performed at the sever side. So, in this paper, a novel transmission model to provide such flexible content-aware video streaming is induced and an altogether standard-compatible FGS coding scheme is proposed such that it can be adapted to this transmission model. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, the function and coding flow of MPEG-4 FGS are described and analyzed first. In A proposed transmission model for video streaming is discussed in Sec. 3. A cost-effective solution for implementing FGS encoder will be exploited in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5, the simulation results for the proposed content-aware streaming system are demonstrated. Sec. 6 provides the conclusions.
Analysis on MPEG-4 FGS Coding Algorithm

FGS Functional Description
FGS codes a video sequence into two layers. The base layer is with bit-rate set at the least available bandwidth of the channel and supposed to be received and decoded completely at the decoder side. The other one is enhancement layer that is ended to improve the video quality of the base layer. To achieve the finegrained scalability, bit-plane coding is introduced. The enhancement bitstream can be truncated at any point since this results in only some data loss in lower bitplane. It can be referred to [8] for more details of the FGS functionality. Fig. 1 shows the detailed FGS coding flow in MPEG-4 VM [26] . It is divided into blockand picture-level operations and a temporary buffer is used to bridge these two parts of operations.
In block-level operations, residues of each block are first input and processed to find the MSB position of this block. If SE is enabled, residues of blocks in the specified region must be right-shift in magnitude to give higher priority for transmission. Next SCAN follows, where zigzag scan and word-to-bit-plane conversion are performed. Finally Symbol Formation unit generates (RUN, EOP) symbols for each bit-plane and stores them into temporary buffer with necessary information like MSB position of that block to facilitate the picturelevel bitstream formation. In picture-level operations, picture-level MSB information must be obtained first, which results in one picture-level passing by looking up the stored MSB information of all blocks. When entering bit-plane coding (BPC), moving through the same significant position of the picture from highest bit-plane downward, it transforms the stored symbols into variable-length bitstream and packs them into ultimate enhancement bitstream.
There are two advanced features of FGS to support prioritized transmission and further improve the visual quality of FGS enhanced video: "frequency weighting" (FW) [27, 28] and "selective enhancement" (SE) [8, 7] techniques. For FW, a FW matrix is specified with different shifting weightings for all the DCT coefficients within a block to adaptively re-weight the transmission priority of each frequency component. The larger shifting weighting, the higher bit-planes do the quantization errors of those components be coded into and the higher probability for transmission and the earlier reception for reconstruction. By exerting higher transmission priority for lower frequency components, higher visual quality especially in lower transmission bit rate can be acquired.
For SE, a specific region is upper-shifted to get higher priority for transmission, which is the same concept as with FW but now performed in spatial domain. By exerting higher transmission priority for the specific regions, the quantization errors for the objects with much more visual importance would be first compensated, which results in higher visual quality especially in lower transmission bit rate. The shifting weightings for SE are specified on MB basis. These two techniques can both achieve higher visual quality depending on the content of the video. So, to realize content-based streaming service, these two techniques will be included into the work of this paper. However, with the same concept for prioritization but different implementation level, frequency and spatial domain, respectively, these two techniques will be realized with proper implementation when constructing the whole streaming system.
Encoding Operation Profiling
The FGS enhancement function can be integrated into the original MPEG-4 base-layer encoder independently with some other aids either by system software or dedicated hardware implementation. So, before adding FGS function into the whole encoding system, from system viewpoint, we must decide what kind of implementation is most suitable for FGS by estimating its required computational power. Table 1 and Table 2 shows the instruction level profiling of FGS in an MPEG-4 encoding system using MPEG-4 Verification Model(VM) software [26] . Table 1 is the required instruction analysis and Table 2 is for required memory bandwidth. The profiling condition is for foreman sequence, CIF format(352 × 288) and 30 Hz.
It is shown that when FGS function is integrated into an MPEG-4 encoder targeting real-time applications, it consumes more than 2.7 Giga-instructions per second(GIPS) of computational power and 3.4
GBytes memory access bandwidth, which are 13.64% and 10.26% of the system resources, respectively. In addition, 41.3% of instructions are consumed for Load/Store operations and up to 80% memory bandwidth is spent on loading data in FGS encoding operation. This statistics show that implementing FGS characterizes massive but simple data processing and huge memory access bandwidth. In one hand, in a computation-thirsty video encoder system, it is very impractical to save another 10% of system resources for such a regular data processing function. In the other hand, the required computational complexity for FGS is not suitable for the system implementing on a generalpurpose processor. Fig. 1 shows the detailed FGS coding flow in MPEG-4 VM [26] . It can be divided into blockand picture-level operations and a temporary buffer is used to bridge these two parts of operations. At first, the difference between original DCT coefficients and reconstructed coefficients within a block is acquired and converted to sign-magnitude representation. Then the maximal bit-plane level in a block is found. The block data are scanned in zig-zag order and converted from word to bit-plane. The (RUN, EOP) symbols are formed by runlength coding. The intermediate data after block-level processing will be stored in external memory. These data are loaded in order to find picture-level maximal bit-plane level. Finally, the symbols are VLC-coded in bit-plane order and the enhancement layer bitstream is generated in BPC block.
FGS Coding Flow Analysis
In our simulation, SCAN, where zigzag scan and word-to-bit-plane conversion are included, Symbol Formation (SF) unit, and BPC take about 80% computation and memory bandwidth of the overall FGS encoding operation. The reason is that a generalpurpose processor is not suitable for the bit-level operations due to its word-based sequential processing property that cannot exploit the bit-level parallelism.
In view of this, a dedicated hardware design for these block-level operations is more efficient in case FGS becomes a bottleneck for the whole system. In picturelevel operations, picture-level MSB information must be obtained first, which results in an extra picture-level passing. When entering bit-plane coding, this operation will transform the stored symbols into variable-length bitstream moving through the same significant position of the picture. Actually, only the final bitstream picking and packing operations demand sequential passing order, from higher bit-plane to lower bit-plane. However, as to bitstream formation, namely, VLC table lookup can be performed in parallel. Besides, the parallelism follows block-based raster-scan order, which implies rearranging this part into a block-level core is possible and more efficient.
As to the temporary buffering data type, in MPEG-4 VM it is (RUN, EOP) symbols for each bit-plane that are stored in memory. From system viewpoint, the amount of occupied system bus for memory access is more critical than the allocated external memory size. The most suitable temporary buffering data type will be evaluated to improve the system performance.
Proposed Transmission Model for Video Streaming
Evolution of Transmission Model
Conventionally, the video source is compressed and coded into standard format for transmitting through a specific channel. There are two basic assumptions for the conventional transmission model. First, the channel capacity for transmitting is available at the encoder in advance such that the video quality can be optimized at that bit rate. Besides, the channel is error-resistant, so the decoder can receive and decode all the coded bits. However, with the emerging video streaming applications over Internet or bandwidth-varying network, these assumptions seldom sustain. As described in the Sec. 1, network heterogeneity and changing network conditions bring new challenges. Due to the network heterogeneity, the available bandwidth and decoding capability are unknown. The changing network conditions results in packet losses or errors that corrupt the received coded bitstream. The received bits are not guaranteed to be decodable. A transmission model comes along and a server is added into the model as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Within this server-based transmission model, server monitors the channel conditions and responds to the users' requests in real time. Using the server-based transmission model and with the gradual enhancement provided by FGS enhancement layer, different users can be served with best video quality according to their own available channel bandwidth. However, the transmission strategy can be improved. The concept of prioritized transmission can be introduced. The FW and SE are two advanced features used to improve the visual quality of the FGS enhancement by applying prioritization on frequency and spatial domain, respectively. So, to achieve a more efficient streaming system, the transmission model now would be modified as shown in Fig. 2(b) to give considerations to both coding and transmission priority.
To exploit the importance and priority of the coded data, the content-based analysis is performed. For example, in a video conference case, the human face is of more significance for the attendees. So, in the contentbased transmission model, face detection is performed first to find out the enhancement focus and combined with SE to give a content-based encoding [23] . The term "content-based" is defined from the viewpoint of the content-provider. The content-provider may exert specific algorithms to find out their own significant objects, and enhance the region of the objects with SE technique results in better visual quality. The regionlevel enhancement is decided at the encoder side and cannot be changed at transmission time.
The content-aware transmission model is as shown in Fig. 2(c) . The term "content-aware" is defined from the viewpoint of the viewers. Within a scene, contentaware operations should provide the enhancement according to the viewers' most interested part. Now sever has the capability to perform bit rate allocation from scene-level down to region-level, which is realized by block-level structure in [24] . However, the FGS bitstream syntax needs to be modified to enable this functionality. A standard-compatible solution is still unavailable now. 
Proposed Transmission Model
The proposed content-aware transmission model is introduced as shown in Fig. 3 . An altogether standardcompatible FGS coding flow is also proposed that can be adapted to this transmission model. With the effort to rearrange the conventional FGS coding flow into both encoder and server, SE can be now performed at the server side such that server has the controllability and flexibility to perform enhancement from shot-level down to region-level. On the one hand, video content providers can still provide video analysis information to be used at the server side to enhance specific video content to guarantee users higher visual quality under poor network conditions as the conventional contentbased approaches. On the other hand, users can feedback the most interested part, including scene, shot, even region, and server can respond it in real-time. In such a content-aware transmission model, it is at server side that bringing content-aware video streaming (CAVS) according both to users' interested feedback during transmission and video analysis, such as auto/semi-auto segmentation, during encoding. Since SE should be performed at the server side, the enhancement bitstream generated from encoder needs reproduction, i.e. decoding and re-encoding. The procedure may comprise bitstream parsing back to bit-planes, applying SE shifting, and VLC table lookup and packing to regenerate bitstreams. This causes large computation overhead at server.
To avoid the overhead, we rearrange the FGS coding flow in MPEG-4 VM for CAVS. The goal of rearranging coding flow is to give server more flexibility to handle the enhancement bitstream. So, it not only is able to adapt the final transmission bit-rate but also decide and change the SE focus region. The coding flow of MPEG-4 VM can't achieve this goal unless some task is separated from encoder side and transferred into server side to have more operability. We set the break point between block-level and picturelevel operation. In this way, bitstream formation is performed at the server side and server has the controllability to generate in addition to adapting the enhancement bitstream. Moreover, all operations for FGS enhancement at encoder side are now block-based, which is conformed to the base layer encoder. Besides task partitioning, SE should be able to be performed at the server side such that the SE focus can be dynamically changed for the final generated enhancement bitstream according to some specific requests to server in real-time.
MPEG-4 FGS Encoder Implementation
Hardware-oriented Optimization Approaches
To achieve a cost-effective implementation of FGS block-level processing core for our proposed CAVS transmission model, several hardware-oriented optimization algorithms are proposed as follow.
1) Global Maximum Keeping (GMK):
In MPEG-4 VM implementation, it spends one picture-level pass to get the picture-level MSB information, which is "Find Max" unit in the picture-level operation, as shown in Fig. 1 . However, the work of finding out the picturelevel MSB information can be performed in passing during block-level processing. After finding out one block-level MSB, the picture-level MSB, which we define global maximum here, can be continually updated at the same time. Using GMK approach, the redundant picture-level pass can be saved. Although it consumes only little computation, it contributes much more to the reduction of both memory access bandwidth and memory storage unit. All the block-level MSB information needn't be stored or fetched for finding out the picture-level MSB.
2) Dynamic Bit-Plane Adaptation (DBPA):In MPEG-4 FGS profile [14] , maximum four coded bitplanes for enhancing one frame are supported. The enhancement layer with four bit-planes can cover a wide Fig. 4 , DBPA functions as follows. Each input block has maximum 11 bit-planes due to the dynamic range of the magnitude of the DCT coefficients. After inputting one block, the block-level MSB information is extracted first and the number of bit-planes for that block is determined. As mentioned in the previous section, GMK algorithm continually updates the picture-level MSB as soon as a block-level MSB is generated. Only the information of the top four bit-planes for each block is dynamically kept according to the current block-level MSB and finally aligned according to the picture-level MSB. The lower bit-plane infor- mation can be even replaced with zero, which means they don't have to be processed when the picturelevel MSB is found out. The experimental results for DBPA is shown in Table 3 . The term "Saved BP" stands for the average number of bit-plane which don't have to be processed. Up to 50% computation can be reduced.
DBPA works well with GMK. With these two algorithms Combined together, the block-level MSB of all the blocks need not be saved because the picture-level MSB is gradually updated and only four bit-planes are in processing. The only side information has to be kept is the MSB jump. Since the jump can only occur from 4 to 11, there are few information to be stored compared with storing extra bit-planes information and blocklevel MSB.
3) Coding Flow Reordering (CFR): There are three candidates to estimate the most proper temporary buffering type, including bit-plane raw data, (RUN, EOP) symbol, which is adopted in MPEG-4 VM, and partial bitstream. The bit-plane raw data are just the residues obtained from taking the difference between DCT coefficients and the dequantized ones. However, proper packing should be carried out such that the raw data form independent bit-planes. As to partial bitstream, since each bit-plane in one block can perform VLC table lookup according to the significant position in that block regardless of picture-level MSB, this work can be advanced to perform at block-level to generate partial bitstream, which is semi-finished version of the ultimate enhancement bitstream. This is the main concept of CFR approach. Fig. 5 demonstrates the procedures for generating partial bitstream. With GMK and DBPA keeping necessary information, the final enhancement bitstream is generated by picking and packing the right partial bitstreams. With CFR approach, it stores bitstream-level information of each block into the external memory. Table 4 shows some comparisons between these two kinds of buffering types, bit-plane raw data and partial bitstream. If bit-plane raw data is adopted, there are total five bitplanes (sign bit plane is included), 320 bit, for one 8×8 block required to be stored. For CIF, 30 fps video sequence, the consumed memory bandwidth for storing is up to 2.78 Mega bits per second. Since the partial bitstream is generated by VLC with compression property, the amount of data to be stored is much less than the non-compressed one. However, the variable-length bitstream should be packed into the hardware system bus bandwidth units regardless of the truly bit-length of the bitstream and a header is required to keep the information about it. Table 5 shows the bandwidth reduction Mega bits per second. In spite of this, storing partial bitstream benefits the system performance by reducing the occupation of the memory access bandwidth to only 66% of non-compressed raw data.
4) Picture-level Processing:
As to generating the ultimate enhancement bitstream of FGS, it requires one more picture-level processing from the MSB bit-plane of the frame to lower bit-plane to pick and pack all the partial bitstream in order. All required information is generated in GMK and DBPA units so partial bitstreams can be aligned in proper significant order. Sign is properly inserted once the partial bitstreams are generated. The required CBP information is also ready in the partial bitstream header to benefit the packing procedure. With the proposed optimization algorithms, a dedicated hardware is responsible for all the block-level operations, including Scan, Symbol Formation, and VLC coding in BPC, which are the main workload of FGS module. With block-level hardware acceleration, the picture-level processing is left simple and sequential in nature to be performed by the system software of the encoder. However, since the enhancement bitstream is tailored at the server side to meet the users' conditions, this simple task of picking and packing partial bitstreams can even be moved to server side to generate the final bitstream according to the bit allocation plans. Fig. 6 is our proposed rearranged coding flow for FGS with hardware-oriented optimizations. Fig. 7 is the overall architecture of our proposed hardware processing core for FGS block-level operations. First, preprocessing unit takes the residues between DCT coefficients and dequantized ones. Sign and magnitude are generated in this stage. In the 2nd stage, the MSB information is extracted by GMK during the scan procedure. In the 3rd and 4th stage, the DBPA multiplexer selects the top four bits and there are four sets of subsystems working in parallel to generate partial bitstreams. Each subsystem includes independent run-length coders, different VLC tables, and bitstream packers, for each of the top four bit-planes. Finally, all the partial bitstreams are stored in the partial bitstream buffers to wait until the system bus is available.
Architecture Design and Implementation
When integrating the FGS block-level processing core into our previous work [29] , which is responsible for the base layer texture coding, the partial bitstreams for one MB can be generated within 1,000 cycles. So, our proposed hardware core can support FGS profile level 5, frame size 720 × 576, 30 Hz, for real-time streaming application at 54 MHz, which demands that one MB should be finished in 1,111 cycles. Compared with software implementation, this specification can be achieved at cost of 11 GIPS, which implies that a general purpose processor with higher than 11 GHz is required. In view of this, our proposed hardware core is a cost-effective solution to FGS implementation. Our design is fabricated by TSMC 0.25 um 1P5M CMOS process. The chip works correctly under 54 MHz. The measured power consumption is 23.925 mW. Fig. 8 is the chip die photo and Table 6 is the chip features.
Performance Evaluation
In our simulation, 4 sequences in CIF size, 30 fps, are applied. The coded bit rate of base layer and enhancement layer for all sequences is shown in Table 7 . We compare three cases. In the first one, SE is disabled so that the enhancement bit-rate is evenly distributed to the whole scene. In the other two, SE is turned on and the shift factor is set at 4 for easily discerning the region enhancement effect. In the second one, predefined center region of the frame is enhanced throughout the whole sequence in the encoding time. In the third one, we adaptively change SE focus region with the proposed approach in real-time.
For interactive user-defined mode, the subjective view for foreman sequence is shown in Fig. 9 . In (a) and (d), the enhancement bit-rate received is the same but evenly distributed to the whole frame, so the enhancement effect is weakened. On the contrary, as shown in (b)(c)(e)(f), all the enhancement bit-rates will be allocated to the region of interest, which results in finer subjective view when SE is applied. In (b) and (e), the enhanced focus is fixed in the center. So, if the face moves out of the center region, part of the face will lose enhancement, as shown in right half of the face in (b) and left half of the face in (e). This problem can be avoided in our proposed system. The users can appoint by themselves the focus region during streaming and the server can provide the adaptively enhanced bitstream. As shown in (c)(f), the face is always enhanced under users' instructions. Besides, the users can choose what they really want, not always the face. As shown in Fig. 10, compared to (b) , where center of the frame is enforced to be enhanced, the user can enhance anywhere in the view as they want, such as those trees in the upper left to right in (c) to (e). The subjective view for mobile and calendar sequence is also shown in Fig.  11 . Fig. 12 is the simulation results of automatic segmentation mode. When object information, such as segmentation mask, is available at the server side, the target object can be enhanced automatically in our streaming system. As shown in Fig. 12 , the player in the tennis game may be the most interesting part for the viewers. It is auto-enhanced throughout the video sequence as in (b) and (d). Fig. 13 is the simulation results of MV tracking mode. The MV generated by the encoder can serve as the purpose to provide the motion trend of the selected region. When users specify the focus region, those MVs over all the MBs in the region are averaged to get a motion trend of the region, and this average MV is used to displace the region to generate the new enhancement focus for the next frame. As shown in Fig. 13 , supposed that the human face and the weather forecaster are specified as the users' interested regions in (a) and (e), respectively. It can be easily traced to facilitate users when objects moving around as in (b), (c), (d), and (f).
Conclusions
A content-aware video streaming system based on MPEG-4 FGS is presented in this paper. We propose a novel transmission model for such applications. The FGS coding flow is re-arranged and combined with selective enhancement to achieve content-aware requirement. We also design a cost-effective FGS block-level processing core with several optimization approaches, such as GMK and DBPA. It is fabricated and verified under 54 MHz, which can support MPEG-4 FGS profile level 5 real-time encoding and streaming applications. With this core, the server can adaptively decide qualityenhanced region according to encoding side and receiver side, and an interactive user-defined feedback scheme is realized. The simulation results show that the proposed approach can provide better quality in users' interest regions. In the future, motion vector and other Interactive Content-aware Video Streaming System with Fine Granularity Scalability 133 information within the partial bitstream can be used for enhancement in the proposed system to provide an intelligent video streaming solution.
